
How to use Agility Gate - Instructions
Step 1: Download Agility Gate
Download Agility Gate from the app store for your device. This is a free app!

Google Play:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=info.dogagility.AgilityGate&hl=en_US&gl=US

Apple Store: (https://apps.apple.com/us/app/agility-gate/id1513789059)

Step 2: Open App and Find Trial (note: the trial will not be active/visible until Friday)
After the app is open, select the “hamburger” or 3 lines on the top left of the app. There is a
giant red arrow pointing here to help you on the screen! Select your trial from the list that
appears. If it asks for a code check your confirmation or listen to the briefing for the code.

Click the hamburger. Select your trial!

Note: the trial will not show up unless it is currently active - it will show up by the weekend! If it is
the weekend and not showing up, hit refresh trials!

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=info.dogagility.AgilityGate&hl=en_US&gl=US
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/agility-gate/id1513789059


Step 3: Checking in for classes
For each class you are entered choose that class from the list that shows when you are inside
the trial. You will see the run order.

To check your dogs in swipe right to left across your dogs name and a menu will come up giving
you options such as “conflict”, “FEO”, “scratch”, or “check in” - this allows you to indicate if you
are running, scratching, or have 2 dogs too close together.

List of classes - select             Find your dog and swipe right to left!      Choose your option!

Please note you do not have to indicate if you wish to run FEO this only helps the gate alert the
score table - if you wish to run FEO you must announce it to the judge and score table.

Step 4: Tracking Classes and Making Changes
You will be able to follow along as dogs run in the app - they will be crossed off by the gate
steward who will update the app as dogs run. Your app will update in real time.



For run order changes - you will have to see the gate steward. You cannot move your dog in the
run order - only gate stewards will be able to do this. Alert the gate to conflicts and they will do
the best they can to ensure everyone has equal number of dogs or time between runs when
running multiple dogs (in some cases nothing can be done and we will simply wait for you to be
ready). Good news is you’ll never be left in the dark if something changes as your app will
update the order as the gate changes things!

Example of what app looks like when dogs have checked in.Purple is checked in, Orange is
conflict, green is FEO run and a red line through is a scratch.


